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1) Berkshire Hathaway Annual Meeting - 2022
I will post comments during the Berkshire Hathaway annual
meeting on this thread below so follow if you want (mostly)
serious commentary on Warren Buffett's opening comments
and the Q&A tomorrow. $BRKA $BRKB

🧵👇

2) Good morning! If you’re waiting in line and looking for things to read, I just unlocked an
article about Tom Murphy (originally for paid subs only), who recently retired from the
Berkshire board. I think his contributions should be recognized.

Business Lessons from Tom Murphy
“The goal is not to have the longest train, but to arrive at the station first using the
least fuel.”
https://rationalreflections.substack.com/p/business-lessons-from-tom-murphy?s=w

3) If you prefer watching a video, this interview of Tom Murphy in 1995 shortly after he
agreed to sell Cap Cities/ABC to Disney is excellent.
Berkshire shareholders no doubt owe Mr. Murphy a great deal for his service on the board.

Tom Murphy - Charlie Rose
Tom Murphy, chairman and C.E.O. of Capital Cities/ABC Inc., comments on his
company's acquisition by Disney.
https://charlierose.com/videos/17651

4)
Berkshire's Q1 2022 earnings press release has been posted:
https://www.berkshirehathaway.com/news/apr3022.pdf
And the 10-Q is available as well:
https://www.berkshirehathaway.com/qtrly/1stqtr22.pdf
5) Information on repurchases from the press release:
"Approximately $3.2 billion was used to purchase shares of Class A and Class B common
stock during the first quarter of 2022. On March 31, 2022, there were 1,470,875 Class A
equivalent shares outstanding."
6) After tax operating earnings were basically flat compared to Q1 2021, primarily due to
much lower insurance underwriting profits which offset increases in non-insurance
subsidiaries.

7) Berkshire's senior notes outstanding, on the front page of the 10-Q, is really a thing of
beauty when you look at the interest rates.

8) Share counts:
As of 3/31/22: 1,470,875
As of 4/20/22: 1,470,875
Buffett as NOT repurchasing stock in April, obviously due to the stock price being too high.
Turns out that price DOES matter.

9) Buffett had no interest in repurchasing shares above ~$515,000 per $BRKA. Did he start
buying again over the past several days? We don't know. The 10-Q reports the share count as
of April 20.

10)
Does Buffett think Berkshire was overvalued above $515K?
Not necessarily, but he probably thinks that it is not far enough below fair value.
As he has said many times, he won't repurchase stock unless doing so is accretive to
continuing shareholders.
11)
Jumping around a bit due to time constraints, looks like there were significant net purchases
of equity securities during the quarter, some of which we already know about (Occidental,
HP Inc)

12)
Buffett also bought treasuries in Q1 as interest rates finally rose. Guessing still on the short
end (maybe 2 year?)

13)
Big purchase of Chevron $CVX during Q1

14)
Berkshire will be paying very low interest rates on its debt for a very, very long time to come.

15)
The CNBC feed is now live. The Q&A starts in 30 minutes.

2022 Berkshire Hathaway Annual Shareholders Meeting
Chairman and CEO Warren Buffett and Vice Chairman Charlie Munger preside
over the Berkshire Hathaway annual meeting, nicknamed the “Woodstock for
Capitalists.” The Omaha, Nebraska, event gives shareh…
https://www.cnbc.com/brklive22/

16)
GEICO posts an underwriting loss in Q1. MD&A cites significant inflationary pressures in
used car prices and injury claim severities higher than general inflation. Frequencies also
higher.
On the bright side, expense ratio was very low in Q1.

17)
Worth noting that $PGR had an underwriting profit during Q1. Divergence in performance
of GEICO vs. $PGR continues and I hope some hard questions are asked on this subject.
PGR Link:

Progressive Reports March 2022 Results
MAYFIELD VILLAGE, OHIO, April 14, 2022 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) - The
Progressive Corporation (NYSE:PGR) today reported the following results for
March 2022 and the first quarter of 2022: March Quarter (mil…
https://investors.progressive.com/financials/financial-news-releases/financial-news-rele…

18)
Will have to pick up the 10-Q again later on after the meeting. Too bad the 10-Q isn't posted
on Friday night so shareholders can fully review it before the meeting. Will continue this
thread when meeting starts.
19) Meeting just started. Charlie's already eaten at least two pieces of See's Candies.
20) Buffett jokes about criteria for new acquisitions being a business someone with dementia
can run. We aren't fooled, this is a blatant attempt to get the stock price down on Monday
morning so he can repurchase shares!

21) Charlie is 98. If he wants to consume an entire box of peanut brittle in the morning
session, he should feel free to do so.
22) Buffett: "We have an extreme aversion to incurring any permanent loss with your funds
... If I went broke, it wouldn't make any difference ... but the idea of losing permanently other
people's money, people who trust us, really is a future I don't want to have."
23) Buffett: "We do not want you to get a terrible result because you decided to be our
partner."
Understatement of the decade.
24) Interesting slide showing cash, float, and share count over the past two years.

25) Buffett's activities are lumpy in terms of timing. After the annual letter went out, his
activity increased substantially.

26) Buffett confirms what I stated earlier on no repurchases but I think he said "all of April".
The 10-Q indicated no repurchases from 4/1 to 4/20. Buffett appears to have extended this
through 4/30 if I heard him correctly.
27) Buffett: There's no reason for any Berkshire subsidiary to have bank lines. Berkshire is
better than the banks.
Someone screams something in the audience. Buffett jokes that it was a banker.

28) Buffett has a $20 bill on the screen. I think I know where this is going ...
29) Buffett seems to be making some oblique reference to inflation as well as a subtle dig at
cryptocurrencies.
30) Buffett giving Jay Powell and the Fed credit for preventing a catastrophe during the
COVID crash, but I sure wish he would be more vocal on the other side of the situation -that they kept ultra-easy money for way, way, way too long.
31) Buffett opens the meeting to questions. I will comment on some, but not all of them. I'm
sure a good transcript will be available. Not going to try to transcribe anything, just comment
occasionally.
32) First question is about why Berkshire started deploying funds soon after Buffett wrote
about having few opportunities in the letter dated Feb. 26. Charlie says they started to find
things they prefer to Treasury Bills!
33) Buffett is giving his account of the Alleghany purchase. Here is what I wrote about the
deal when it was announced.

What Does Buffett See in Alleghany?
Berkshire Hathaway to acquire Alleghany for $11.6 billion
https://rationalreflections.substack.com/p/what-does-buffett-see-in-alleghany?s=w

34) How Buffett bought 14% of $OXY in two weeks.

35) Buffett finds it interesting how he was able to purchase this huge stake in such a short
period. Why? People are trading the stock, these are not investors. The market as a casino.

36) It will be interesting to see to what extent Buffett is willing to discuss the Russia/Ukraine
war because that really has to have something to do with his big bet on oil.
37) Munger finds it ridiculous that we have conflated casinos and investment in this country.
And that it is respectable. Not with him but in general. Of course, I agree.
38) Buffett on amazing progress of the United States in the span of three (long) lifetimes.
He's said this all many times before.

0:00

39) Munger: The crazy gambling and mispricing of business has made it easier for Berkshire
over the years. Buffett agrees.
40) Question on potential for acquiring companies in Europe and whether Buffett would
solicit deals rather than just wait to be approached. Buffett essentially saying that he has
fewer connections and is less well known outside the U.S. No bias against non-U.S. if opp.
arises.
41) Charlie brings up repurchases as an intelligent use of Berkshire's cash vs. acquisitions.
The responses to questions are very, very long today. I wonder how many questions they will
get to this year.
42) Buffett talking about how Berkshire's interest in $AAPL has grown through repurchases.
Buffett says he bought more Apple in Q1 and liked that repurchases are being done.
Tim Cook is in the audience this year.
43) Buffett on receiving a request to discuss governance prior to the annual meeting from
some institution:
"Why in the hell would they think we should meet with them rather than with all of you..."

👏

44) Question for Ajit and Greg on BNSF and GEICO losing ground to UPI and PGR. Very
good question.

45) Abel provides a fairly general response about being aware of the competition to BNSF,
etc... Will continue to see improvement, great leadership team. Talks about intermodal
franchise. Munger asks Abel if he'd trade BNSF for Union Pacific. Greg: No.
46) Buffett talking about how Abel is a partner in Berkshire Hathaway Energy for 20+ years,
referring to his 1% ownership stake. Basically providing a vote of confidence for Abel.
Not a lot of specifics in these answers.
47) Ajit on GEICO vs Progressive: two very successful competitors. Each has pluses and
minuses. More recently PGR has done a much better job in terms of margin and growth rate.
Biggest issue is telematics. PGR has been more aggressive. GEICO not until recently.
48) Ajit: Hopefully within a year or two, GEICO will catch up to PGR wrt telematics and that
should help with growth rate and margins.
My follow up would be whether Combs is going to be permanent CEO of GEICO? This is
highly relevant. Doesn't he have too much on his plate?
49) Here are the numbers for GEICO and Progressive from a recent article I wrote.

Auto Insurance Competitive Dynamics
Progressive and GEICO gain market share at State Farm's expense
https://rationalreflections.substack.com/p/auto-insurance-competitive-dynamics?s=w

50) Notice that Progressive's loss ratio is lower while GEICO's expense ratio is lower. What
Ajit is referring to is better underwriting for losses using technology to assess driver risk
characteristics, something Progressive has been doing for a long time w/Snapshot program.
51) If you're interested in what Progressive is doing, see this webpage:

Usage-Based Car Insurance
Find out how usage-based insurance (UBI) works and see the pros and cons of
usage-based programs.
https://www.progressive.com/answers/usage-based-car-insurance/

52) Buffett: Ajit has added more value for Berkshire than Progressive's entire market cap
($PGR market cap is ~$63 billion).
Thank you Ajit!
53) Greatest respect for Warren and Charlie, but we only have Greg and Ajit for the morning
session and I would *really* like to hear more from them. Only one hour left to go for the
morning session.
54) Buffett: You ought to be a better person in the second half of your life than in your first
after seeing how stupid you were.
I agree, and good reason for all of us middle aged people to be optimistic.
55) Charlie Munger: "I don't even look at what I did when I was young because it would
embarrass me."
56) Question on nuclear risk for Berkshire if an event occurs in a populated area. Obviously
the questioner is asking about Ukraine without saying it directly....
57) Buffett's commentary is hardly reassuring. Talking about how if you flip a coin enough
times. Refers to tactical nuclear weapons (battlefield nukes). "It is a very, very, very
dangerous world." Munger: "We have no way of protecting against nuclear attack."

58) Munger: "In the event of a nuclear attack, I'm going to crawl under the table and kiss my
ass goodbye."
Buffett: "There is no solution for it."
I am glad that my comments recently on nuclear war being an even ONE CANNOT
PROTECT AGAINST is something they agree with.
59) My recent gloomy thread on nuclear risks.
The Rational Walk
@rationalwalk

Financial markets, through actions of millions of
participants, attempt to reflect risks/rewards of
securities *conditional on assumption of survival of
system*. Market signals do not reflect collective risk
assessment of system ending conditions such as
global thermonuclear war.
12:12 PM · Apr 21, 2022
Read the full conversation on Twitter
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Reply

Copy link
Read 2 replies

60) Ajit lacks the ability to really estimate Berkshire's exposure in the event of a nuclear
event. He can estimate risks for other types of mega-cats but he "surrenders" when it comes
to estimating losses for nuclear events.
Basically, we are screwed but so is the entire world.
61) Ajit believes that even in contracts that exclude nuclear risks, in the event of nuclear
catastrophe, contracts will be retroactively modified to cover those risks anyway.
This is very important. Having to cover something without being paid for it.
62) Buffett: "But there won't be any regulators or anyone else" ... in the event of nuclear war.
This is getting more and more gloomy.
63) Abel says Berkshire has successfully countered the risk of cyberattacks in non-insurance
subsidiaries. Buffett says it needs to be a cooperative effort between business and
government.
64) Question on inflation. "If you had to pick one stock to bet on, which would you choose
and what specifically enables that stock to do well in a difficult market."
65) Buffett is talking about human capital ... the best thing you can do is to have earnings
power based on your skills. Very true, not really in response to the question, but having skills
in demand in real terms is a good strategy for most people.

66) Charlie: Just say no to bitcoin.
67) Buffett says the biggest risk to Berkshire's culture is that someone comes in and take over
in distant future. But there is no finish point. I'd like to think this is true, but control of the A
shares will decide this question.
68) Buffett: It is incredible how many dumb decisions we made. Referring to buying a
second textile company after Berkshire. And the Baltimore department store. He says they'll
talk more about mistakes and failure after lunch...
69) Buffett: "Charlie, why did we do this in the first place."
Munger: "Because we were stupid."

😂

70) We are now into the optical illusion segment of the meeting.

71) Buffett is talking about perspective and making the point that sometimes perspective can
flip. All of a sudden you see something important that you simply missed in the past.
The prior tweet can be seen either as a rabbit or a duck. You have to change your perspective.
72) Munger talking about Robinhood. "It was disgusting. Now it is unraveling." Our pre
lunch dose of schadenfreude.
Buffett: "Is it wise to criticize people at all?"
Munger: "Probably not but I can't help it."
73) They break the meeting for lunch, usually about one hour.
74) Interview of See's Candies CEO during the lunch break. He said that cost inflation was
15-20% over the past year.
75) Becky Quick interviewing Berkshire Hathaway Automotive CEO during lunch break.
Used car prices about 30% higher than a year ago. Consumers have more trade equity - silver
lining. Helps consumer lower monthly payment. All about payments in the industry.
76) Looks like the afternoon session is starting now. Buffett promises to move a little faster ...
I hope we get more questions!

77) Shareholder question asks how CEOs should decide whether to take stands on political
issues.
78) Buffett says you can make a lot of people permanently mad than temporarily happy, and
that can be taken out on the company. Shareholders get hurt. Sounds like he's changed his
thinking on this. I agree 100% with what he's saying.
79) Buffett does not want to harm employees or shareholders to get into politics. If he wants
to do that, he should quit his job if it is so important to speak his mind. "I've decidedly
backed off."
Thank you, sir.

👏

80) This change in his approach clearly dates back to the rise of Donald Trump. Prior to that,
he was frequently vocal on political issues, even allowing Obama to use his name for the
"Buffett Tax" proposal.
81) Question on income tax proposals. Both Buffett and Munger will not answer. Buffett:
"Lobbying is really distasteful."
82) Buffett refers to Munger's famous resignation letter from the U.S. Savings and Loan
association. Found this using google search quickly. https://boards.fool.com/charliemunger-long-13640415.aspx
83) Munger, 1989: "Mutual Savings does not lightly resign after belonging to the League for
many years. But we believe that the League's current lobbying operations are so flawed,
indeed disgraceful, that we are not willing to maintain membership."
84) Charlie on multi-disciplinary approach to life in response to Q from student from China.
Munger says that you risk irritating experts in single fields when you come at a problem with
a multidisciplinary mindset. I suspect he's referring to his run in with the architects.
85) Buffett: "Inflation swindles almost everybody." Response to a question asking to update
his views on famous 1977 article on inflation swindling the equity investor.
http://csinvesting.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Inflation-Swindles-the-EquityInvestor.pdf
86) Buffett: The ideal shareholder group is the one we have today. Why recruit new
shareholders to replace them? In contrast, other companies are wooing people to come in.
Strikes him as crazy.
87) Munger: Berkshire's culture will last a long time after they are gone. The rest of
corporate America is quite different and gets more different with each passing decade. Cites
index funds as getting more important in terms of voting.
88) Buffett now talking about Berkshire's position in Activision. Obviously wanting to set the
record straight on some misperceptions that he wrote about a few months ago:
https://www.berkshirehathaway.com/activisionltr.pdf
89) Buffett appears to be saying he might go over 10% in Activision. If that happens, it is a
merger arbitrage decision made by Buffett himself.

90) Someone should now ask if Buffett is tempted to do some merger arbitrage involving
$TWTR and @elonmusk. Actually, no, someone should ask Munger.
@elonmusk 91) Good question regarding BHE and Greg Abel's 1% ownership. Just so
happens that I wrote about this recently.

How Berkshire Could Deploy $6 Billion
Buffett could buy out the minority interests in Berkshire Hathaway Energy
https://rationalreflections.substack.com/p/how-berkshire-could-deploy-6-billion?s=w

@elonmusk 92) Buffett answers a question about BHE's debt levels by making interesting
comment about how regulators want utilities to have debt b/c the cost of debt is lower and
rates can be lower if debt is used.
93) Regulators would not allow BHE to have an all equity structure because the cost of equity
> cost of debt and, as a result, rates would be higher for rate payers.
94) Munger: It's a historical accident that Abel owns 1% of BHE. Same with Walter Scott.
Not causing any fiduciary issues. Not a big problem at all. No behavior from Greg ever that
hasn't been in the best interests of Berkshire.
95) Buffett: If the Scott estate or Greg came to Buffett, they might make a deal to purchase
the BHE interests. Buffett has never seen any indication that Greg Abel's interests aren't
aligned with Berkshire as a whole even if his economic interests are mostly with BHE.
96) Here is the issue: Incentive structures really should be set up optimally rather than
relying on individuals to behave properly in spite of misaligned incentives.
Buffett says he wouldn't mind owning all of BHE but it's clearly up to the Scott estate and
Greg Abel.
97) Charlie acknowledges that the government of China has worried U.S. investors. Some
tension. Affected prices of some Chinese stocks. In recent days, China has reserved course.
Some hopeful signs. But Charlie can get better companies for less money and was willing to
take risk.
98) Charlie: Everybody is more worried about China than previously. For Charlie, this is a
bearish message on China, IMO.
Warren: I have nothing to add.

99) Question to Buffett on inflation. cc @federalreserve

0:00

@federalreserve 100) Buffett: "It's extraordinary what we've seen (on inflation)."
101) Buffett talking about the feedback loop of inflationary expectations. The government
has sent out lots of money to people. At some point the money can't be worth as much as it
was when there was less money out.
101) Buffett: Every Thursday, @federalreserve puts out a balance sheet. About 15 years ago,
there was $800 billion of currency in circulation. Last Thursday, there was $2.2 trillion of
currency in circulation.
@federalreserve 102) Buffett: What would happen if government decided to send $1m in
cash to every household in the United States. But you can't talk about it for 30 days or it
disappears. After 30 days you can spend it. What's going to happen? Prices are going to go
up.
103) I find it hard to reconcile Buffett's very good explanation of money printing with his
praise of the Federal Reserve. I understand the praise of the Fed *during a crisis*, but why
doesn't he ever criticize the Fed for never pulling back? It's inconsistent.
104) Buffett thinks it was a good thing Fed did what they did despite the inflationary
consequences. OK, that's his opinion. But he should at least slam them for the "transitory"
nonsense. Clearly Buffett knew that it wasn't transitory. But the Fed didn't, or claimed they
didn't.
105) Buffett: "Jay Powell is a hero."
I will use massive self restraint to avoid editorial comment.
106) Buffett talking about how he set the price for $Y in which he deduced the $GS fee. He
offered $850 less the investment banking fee. That's how they got to $848.02.
107) This is all fascinating but how did we get to fairness opinions regarding 1970s
transactions? I can't recall the question that led to this. Only 45 minutes left in the Q&A!!!

108) Now we take a trip back into the 1960s ...
Seriously, love the stories, but I really would like more questions to be asked (maybe
including my question!).
109) Buffett and Munger need to start a PODCAST! I love the stories. They could do a
podcast episode every week. It would be awesome.
110) Buffett: If you owned all the bitcoin in the world and offered it to me for $25 billion,
what would I do with it? If I owned apartments or farmland, I know what I could do with it.
(paraphrasing).
111) Buffett making the point that productive assets are very different from an asset that
simply depends on what the next guy is willing to pay for it.
He's not going to convince any $BTC bulls on this, but nothing would convince them anyway.
112) Acknowledges that some non productive assets (not cash flow generating) have value.
Such as paintings. But most assets to have value must deliver something to somebody.
113) Buffett makes the most important point: The U.S. government is not going to allow
displacement of the USD. I think he's 100% correct on this.
Much as I hate the concept we are likely going to get a digital dollar w/o any privacy and
physical cash is going to die.
114) Munger: "In my life I try to avoid things that are stupid and evil and make me look bad
in comparison with someone else and bitcoin does all three."
115) Munger: Stupid b/c it will eventually go to zero. Evil because it undermines the federal
reserve. And makes us look foolish compared to the communist leaders of China who banned
bitcoin.
116) Munger does seem visibly angry when talking about bitcoin. Seems more personal than
it should be, but maybe that's because he's been attacked for taking that stand, idk.
117) Munger's advice to young people: Find out what you're bad at and avoid it.
Excellent: Invert, always invert.
118) Munger is 100% right: You can't do things well that you are not interested in.
Absolutely 100% correct. This is why I never study companies that I don't find interesting
regardless of valuation. I would do a poor job if I'm bored.

119) Good article on concept on inversion:

Inversion: The Power of Avoiding Stupidity
Inversion is a powerful mental model to improve your thinking because it helps you
identify and remove obstacles to success. Most of us tend to think one way about a
problem: forward. Inversion allow…
https://fs.blog/inversion/

120) I agree with Munger's view on domestic oil. We are well served by preserving it.
However, this has to be balanced with having independence from foreign tyrannies as well.
Can never be at the mercy of foreign oil producers.
121) Looks like there will only be 22 or 23 questions in total this year. They barely got
through all of the microphones in the convention center this year.
122) Buffett on repurchases: Will do it when improving things for remaining shareholders. If
choice between buying businesses they like vs. repurchases, rather buy businesses. No set
formulas for amount of repurchases.
123) I am very pleased with the fact that there were no repurchases in April and what Buffett
is saying today. It means that the market will not think there's any "support" from
repurchases and shares might trade low enough for Buffett to actually be able to repurchase.
124) Buffett: "Our shareholders are too smart, that's one of our problems." Obviously said
humorously. Repurchases don't have any formula but follow the principles Buffett has
expressed. Successors should have similar policy on repurchases as well.
125) Q: Will Greg Abel be able to move as quickly as Buffett on acquisitions?
Buffett: Board will have more structure on some matters than they do with him. They won't
need to, but they'll feel the need to do so. They don't have D&O liability insurance. Fiduciary
duty.
126) Buffett talking about responsibilities that come with being a board member and
contrasting corporate boards with being on a museum board. People are attracted to
corporate boards by compensation. Even if directors didn't get paid, there would be plenty of
directors.
127) Munger: You don't want directors that NEED $300,000 from director fees. They are
independent in the same way a slave is independent.

🎯

128) Buffett tells story about someone who was a director of five different companies and
whose income is 100% from board fees and he was an "independent director". Astounding to
Buffett that such a person can be considered independent. Yeah, astounding indeed.
129) My proposal from a couple of weeks ago. Problem solved.

130) Buffett isn't saying so directly, but the reality is that being an independent director
requires being wealthy.
Less of a problem than you think. Being on a board requires proven BUSINESS acumen.
Which naturally produces wealth. Do you want someone w/o that on your board?
131) Munger makes comment on board diversity being ridiculous. Buffett changes the
subject back to economics of it.
132) And that's a wrap on the Question and Answer session. They will be back at 3:45 pm
Central time for the formal shareholder meeting at which time directors will be elected and
shareholder proposals will be made.
133) If you're still reading, thanks for following along. I am not planning to even watch the
formal meeting portion. The results are a foregone conclusion.

134) If you found this thread interesting, please subscribe to my newsletter - both free and
paid options.

Rational Reflections
Join thousands of readers who enjoy our Weekly Digest providing commentary and
curated links every Tuesday. Subscribers also benefit from monthly in-depth
analysis of great businesses and industries.…
https://rationalreflections.substack.com

135) And check out the Berkshire Hathaway resource page on The Rational Walk with many
years of articles on the company. $BRKA $BRKB
/end

Berkshire Hathaway Resources
The corporate identity of Berkshire Hathaway will always be inextricably linked to
the remarkable career and investment track record of Warren Buffett. Mr. Buffett’s
tenure at the company has spanned…
https://rationalwalk.com/berkshire-hathaway/
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